
Do you have trouble deciding 
what to buy or sell and when?



Do you know how investing 
works? … and trading?



Knowing how the market 
works is a very valuable skill 



Here’s the five BIG reasons 
traders (and investors) fail…



Reason #5…

Letting small losses turn into BIG losses

Fix: Cut losses early

Notes: You have the power. Don’t let any one 
stock kill you. It’s not about being right or 
wrong. It comes down to risk management.



Reason #4…

Mis-timing the entry

Fix: Get in close to an average price

Notes: This requires a lot of practice. The key 
here is to recognize when you were off the 
mark and quickly reverse your position. 



Reason #3…

No system for qualifying trades

Fix: Develop a system or buy into a proven one

Notes: Without a proven system the odds of 
success are less than 1%. It helps to work with a 
team of people that has traded successfully before.



Reason #2…

Acting on emotion

Fix: Only trade qualified tickers

Notes: Use a proven system and don’t stray 
from tickers that have qualified themselves 
through a pre-determined checklist. 



Reason #1…

No plan

Fix: Develop a plan based on personal goals

Notes: According to a Gallup poll in 2013, 30% 

of Americans prepare a long-term financial 

plan with savings and investment goals.



The problem is…

• Most people don’t have time to create a plan

• Finding a teacher that’s just OK won’t give you 
the huge competitive advantage you need

• The master traders require high minimum 
starting amounts and charge high fees



That’s why I got excited when I discovered an 
easy-to-teach method of trading



This NEW trading method is the best 
method I’ve found to…

• Reduce time spent searching for stocks
• Reduce time deciding what to buy/sell
• Reduce unnecessary market risks
• Maximize ROI



And I’m going to reveal the details in just a 
minute…



But first let me explain why this works



It works because we are only acting when 
we have very high confidence



We filter out thousands of ideas and act only 
on the ONE idea with the best chance to 
double or triple in the short-term



Brian was able to realize gains of 
3,758% in just four years

That’s roughly 150% per year 
compounded! 

Started with a small amount (<$500)

I was able to teach this exact process to Brian… 



If you’re an active trader, 



Increasing your returns may mean 
doing less



Here’s where you need to think like a 
Venture Capitalist and concentrate your 
funds on only the best ideas



Venture Capitalists – at least the good 
ones – focus on a very small portfolio 



They realize that most investments will fail,



And one or two will make 10X or even 
100X their initial investment



That’s why it’s so important to separate 
the ‘A+’ potential companies from the 
average ones



This is where your plan and system 
come in



I want to introduce TIP’s Trading System®



TIP’s Trading System® is our best proven
method of trading



TIP’s Trading System® has not changed in 
the past two years



It’s working so well, there’s no need to 
change it



There are three steps to 
TIP’s Trading System®



Step #1 

Find the best opportunities NOW



Here’s the secret of Opportunity



“Opportunity is often overlooked because 
it shows up at your doorstep in overalls, 
disguised as misfortune and often 
resembles hard work”

Napoleon Hill



Finding the best opportunities doesn’t take 
much time if you know what you’re doing



Our system can drastically accelerate 
your market understanding



You want to constantly ask yourself, 



“What can I do to accelerate my success?” 



Time is your most precious asset and you’ll 
never get it back



In her own words, Michele says this 
material…

“Inspired me to look beyond my everyday 
abilities to cultivate awareness and 
understanding.” 

I was able to teach this exact process to Michele… 



Imagine if I could give this to you



What would it be worth it?



Step #2 

Make ONLY the best trade



I struggled with this for years



I couldn’t control my trading and I wanted 
to make more trades per day



Making ONLY the best trade requires 
self-control



There’s a lot that can go wrong



That’s why it makes sense to start out with 
fake money if you’re not yet profitable



Losing fake money – in a demo account -
feels way better than losing real money



The demo account relieves all pressure and 
anxiety and lets you see what you would 
do in a stress-free environment 



If there’s any pressure or anxiety,



this tells me you’re lacking confidence 
in either your plan or your ability to 
execute the plan



And that’s OK



We can help you



If you have a plan, you’re already ahead of 
most people



… 7 out of 10 Americans don’t have a written 
plan with investment goals

https://news.gallup.com/poll/162872/one-three-
americans-prepare-detailed-household-budget.aspx

According to a Gallup poll in 2013…

https://news.gallup.com/poll/162872/one-three-americans-prepare-detailed-household-budget.aspx


If you’re expressing any fear or doubt in 
your ability or your plan,



It’s time to face that now



Ask yourself “Can I really do this alone?”



It takes teams of people and it takes 
time to train up and get good



To make ONLY the best trade you need the 
experience to know what you’re doing 



I’ve already carefully documented thousands 
of failures in the market



I’ve taken steps to reduce a lot of the 
market risks based on our data



Now I have a super fast way to filter out 
the best opportunities with the highest 
probability of success in the moment



If you can’t do this, you won’t be able to 
succeed in the trading and investing game



This brings us to the last step…



Step #3 

Set it and forget it! (Automate your exit)



In his own words, Hector says…

“I’m using these tools to enhance my 
trading. I believe it’s a safer approach 
and the tools are helping to lower my 
risk while trading commodities.” 

SL Trading

I was able to teach this exact process to Hector… 



Step #1 – Find the best opportunities NOW
Step #2 – Make ONLY the best trade
Step #3 – Set it and forget it!

Here’s a recap of TIP’s trading system®



Once you master these three steps, you 
can start to make long-lasting income 
from your trading and investing accounts



Here’s some of my recent results from 
TIP’s Trading System®



These results are not typical



They took over a decade of hard work 
every market day



And +$100,000 on my own education on 
the subjects



And if you’re not passionate about it,



And if you’re not passionate about trading,



You won’t be able to do this



It can take years and thousands of failures 
to master this





There’s many more people learning 
TIP’s trading system® right now



I’m doing it, I’m helping others do it, and 
I can help you do it too



Once you’re in, you’ll be able to…

✓ Find the best opportunities NOW
✓ Make ONLY the best trade
✓ Automate your exits



Here’s some group posts…



Here’s the results…

Up 640% since 
post 



Here’s another group post…



Here’s the results…

Up 662% since 
post 



Here’s another group post…



Here’s the results…
Up 1,294% 
since post 



If you want access to see my posts 
in real time,



Fill out the application and 
book the call on this page



If you’re not certain this is right for you,



Fill out the application and 
book the call on this page



Do you want complete independence 
from your job?



Fill out the application and 
book the call on this page



This can be a major lifestyle change 
for you if you book the call



If this all sounds good to you,



Fill out the application and 
book the call on this page



Don’t do it for me, do it for YOU



I look forward to speaking with you 



I’ll talk to you on the call


